INSTALLING THE LEGS

The (2) Shorter Leg Extensions are to be installed on the front of the chair in their corresponding locations, and can be adjusted to your desired height.

The (1) Longer Leg Extension is to be installed on the back of the chair in its corresponding location, and can be adjusted to your desired height.

NOTE: Both the Back Rest Cover and the Seat Cover are removable and washable.
PORTABLE HUNTING CHAIR

SAFELY USING YOUR CHAIR

Please securely engage push button each time chair is unfolded.
Your Redneck Portable Hunting Chair may require an additional modification in order to keep it securely locked into position when in use. Follow the simple instructions below for installation.

**STEP 1:** Make sure your chair is in its collapsed position, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Keeping your chair in this position will make the installation easier.

![Figure 1.1](image1)

**STEP 2:** On the back side of the upper back rest, feed the bungee cord with clips through the spacing between the top part of the three legs, all illustrated in Figure 2.1

![Figure 2.1](image2)

**STEP 3:** Wrap the bungee cord around the chair frame and secure the clip to the bungee cord, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Repeat this process for the other clip, securing both clips in place on either side of the felt strip.

![Figure 3.1](image3)
STEP 4: The installation of the bungee cord is now complete, and should look like the image in Figure 4.1. This added tension will help keep the chair locked in its open position and prevent any accidental collapsing.

Should you have any questions about the assembly, installation or use of this product, or any other Redneck Outdoor product, please call one of our customer service representatives toll free at 877-523-9986.